We propose a set of techniques that support visual interpretation of trajectory clusters by transforming absolute time references into relative positions within temporal cycles or with respect to the starting and/or ending times of the trajectories. We demonstrate the work of the approach on a real data set about individual movement over one year.
INTRODUCTION
Progress in positioning technology and availability of tracking devices created opportunities for collecting large amounts of movement data. Such data may be very useful for optimizing traffic, improving commercial and public services and quality of life in general. One of the major approaches to overcome the problem of large data size is clustering, or grouping trajectories by similarity. In the recent decade, numerous trajectory clustering methods were developed in the data mining [7] and visual analytics [2] [8] [9] communities.
Visualization is essential for interpreting clusters. The spatial aspect of trajectory clusters can be explored using the method suggested in [3] , which represents clusters as flows (Figure 1 ). Space-time cube (STC) [4] is often used for exploring temporal and spatio-temporal aspects of trajectories. This visualization method has been advanced in several studies [6] [1] [5] .
Exploration of a large number of trajectories with a STC may be hindered by visual clutter (Figure 2) . Grouping of spatially similar trajectories and transformations of their temporal references can reduce this problem. Commonalities and differences among temporal and dynamic characteristics of spatially similar trajectories can be revealed. We demonstrate this using a set of about 365 car trajectories of one person recorded during one year. Density-based clustering with the "route similarity" distance function [2] [8] detected 9 major clusters of spatially similar trajectories ( Figure 1) ; 123 trajectories were not included in clusters. The straightforward application of the STC ( Figure 2 ) is not helpful due to the visual clutter.
INTERACTIVITY OF SPACE-TIME CUBE.
Previous works suggest the following basic interactivity of STC:
• change of the viewpoint; • selection of spatio-temporal objects to be displayed; • access to objects by pointing and dragging; • zooming in the spatial (horizontal dimension) and temporal (vertical dimension) extents; • animation of the content of STC; • moveable plane for additional temporal reference. We propose to extend this set of techniques by various transformations of time in respect to the lifelines of the trajectories. We have designed two classes of transformations:
1. Transformations that reflect the cyclic nature of time.
Depending on the data and application, it may be useful to project trajectories to a single year / season / month / week / day / hour etc. 2. Transformations with respect to the individual lifelines of trajectories. Thus, it may be useful to adjust the times of spatially similar trajectories by aligning their start and/or end times. It is also possible to align the ending times of the trajectories. Figure 5 presents the STC with the end-aligned trajectories seen from two different viewpoints. Only the last 30 minutes of the trajectories are displayed. Such representation complements the previous technique for interpreting the dynamics within clusters.
The transformation by aligning both the starts and the ends of trajectories is useful for comparing the dynamics of trajectories belonging to the same cluster. Figure 6 shows the STC with a single cluster of trajectories. It can be seen that only a few cluster members differ in their dynamics characteristics from the majority of the trajectories. The time transformation techniques are implemented in the Geospatial Visual Analytics toolkit [2] that integrates visual and computational analysis methods.
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